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AKIRA FUJIKI related to the subject of this paper.
In this paper a complex variety means a reduced and irreducible complex space. Let /: X-+Y be a proper surjective morphism of complex varieties. Then we write f^C/Y if there exist a proper Kahler morphism g: Z->F (cf. [4] ) and a surjective meromorphic F-map ^: Z-+X. § 1. Preliminaries and Basic Definitions 1.1. a) Let Y be a complex space. Then a relative complex Lie group over Y is a complex space G over Y with a holomorphic section e: F->G (the identity section) and F-morphisms fi=/jt G / Y : Gx Y G-»G, and i-txi Y \G-*G (relative group multiplication and inversion) satisfying the usual axioms of group law (cf. [11] , Def. 0.1). Then a relative complex Lie subgroup of G is a complex subspace H of G which itself is a relative complex Lie group over Y with respect to the 'restrictions' of e, fj, and c to H. Let /: X-+Y be a morphism of complex spaces and G a relative complex Lie group over Y. Then a relative (biholomorphic) action of G on X over Y is a F-morphism o: GX Y X-*X satisfying the usual axioms of operation (cf. [11] , Def. 0. [13] ). We set Aut Y X: =lsom Y (X, X) . Then Aut Y X has the natural structure of a complex Lie group over F, acting naturally on X over F.
When F is a point, we write Isom (X, X'} and Aut X instead of I$om Y (X, X') and Aut F^s T respectively. Aut X is thus the automorphism group of X as a complex Lie group in the usual sense.
For any Fe(An/F) we have the natural isomorphisms lsom Y (X, ^')X F F sIsom? (X, X') [13] ). In particular we have for each y^Y, Isom F (Z, Z 7 ) y =Isom (X y , X' y ) and (Aut Y X)y^AutX y . c) Aut F Z and Aut Y X' act naturally on Isom F (Z, X'} over F (from the right in the case of Aut Y X). In relation to these actions we shall define the notion of principai subspace of Isom F (J^, X'} in a rather primitive way. i) When F is a point, then with respect to this action Isom (X, X f ] becomes a principal homogeneous space under either of Aut X and Aut X', i. e., for any h<^lsom(X, X'} the induced maps o h ' Aut Z-»Isom(X, X'}, a h (g}=hg, and o f h : Aut Z X'}, Remark 1. 1) Isomf (X y X'} and Aut$X is independent of the choice of U as above and depends only on / and /' (cf. a)).
2) Let cp : Xu-^X'u be a F-isomorphism represented by a unique holomorphic section s : U-*\sam. u (X u , Xu) . Then <p extends to a bimeromorphic F-map 9* : X-*X f if and only if s extends to a meromorphic section s* : F-»IsomJ(Z, X'}.
3) The relative group multiplication /% : Aut^Z^ X v Aut^Z^ AutuXu and inversion c v ' AutuXu-^AutuXu of relative complex Lie groups AutuXu over U, and the natural relative action GU\ AutuXu XuXu-^Xu of AutuXu on X n over U extend to meromorphic maps //* : Aut$Xx Y Aut$X-+Aut Y X, :* : Autf X-*Aut$X and (7* : Aut*^X F Z->Z respectively. Moreover the identity section e n : U-^Aut n Xu extends to a meromorphic section e* : Y-+Aut$X. 2) If G* is a relative quasi-meromorphic subgroup and G n is as above, then the relative group law GuXuGu^Gu, Gu-^G n (cf. 1.1) and the relative action GU : GU X uXu-^Xu extend to meromorphic F-maps G*X F G*-»G*, G*-»G* and a*: G*X Y X-^X respectively. Moreover the identity section e n : U-^G n extends to a meromorphic section e* : Y-^G*. This follows from Remark 1, 3). b) Let / : X->F and /' : X r -+Y be proper surjective morphisms of complex varieties.
4) Let v : Y->Y
Definition 3, Let /* be any analytic subspace of IsomJ(Z, X'}. Then we say that /* is a quasi-meromorphic principal subspace if there exist relative quasi-meromorphic subgroups G*GAut?Z and G*'<=AutJZ ' and a Zariski open subset £/<= F over which both / and /' are flat, such that I n : =/*nIsom C7 (Z c/ , X'u) is dense in /* and I n <= lsomu(X U} X'u) is principal with the associated relative Lie subgroups G n : = G*r\A\& u X u and G'u : = G*'nAut^Z^ (cf. 1.1 c)). In this case we call G* (resp. G*') associated to /*. /* is called a meromorphic principal subspace if further it is proper over Y. In the latter case the associated G* and G* x are also proper over Y and hence are relative meromorphic subgroups of AutfX and AutJZ' respectively. Remark 3. 1) Let G* be a relative meromorphic subgroup of Aut*X Then the following conditions are equivalent, a) G* is associated to some meromorphic principal subspace /*. b) Let I$(X, X'} : = IsomJ(Z, Z')/G* be a relative generic quotient of IsomJ(^, X'} by G* over Y with the natural projection e : I$(X, X'} ->F (cf. Definition 5 and Theorem 1 below). Then e admits a meromorphic section s : Y-*I$(X, X'}. Moreover in this case I* is given by J*=7r~1(s(F)) and G* is given by the union of those irreducible components of p^F^Aut^X which are mapped surjectively onto Y, where n :
is the closure of the graph of the action of Aut^Z^ on lsomu(X Ut X'u) and p ± is the projection to the first factor Aut$X. In particular /* and G* determine each other uniquely. The analogous fact holds of course for a meromorphic subgroup G*'^Aut*X c) We consider the special case of b) where X'=YxF for a compact complex variety F and /' : YxF^Y is the natural projection. Then we have the natural isomorphisms and Definition 4. Let /* be a (quasi-)meromorphic principal subspace of lsom$(X, X'\ and G*gAut?Z and G*'£AutjM^' the associated relative (quasi-) meromorphic subgroups. Then we call /* admissible (with the associated meromorphic subgroup H*) if G*' is of the form G*'=YxH* for some (quasi-) meromorphic subgroup H*^Aut*F.
Suppose that /* is admissible as above and set H=H*r\Aut F. Take a Zariski open subset U^Y as in Definition 3. Then it is immediate to see that fu : Xu-*U is a holoinorphic fiber bundle with structure group H. In this case we say that / is a holoinorphic fiber bundle over U which is (quasi -)ineromor phi c with respect to f and with (quasi-}meronwrphic structure group H. We note that in this case the natural map Iu~>U is the principal bundle associated to fu.
% 2. Relative Generic Quotients and Related Results

2.1.
We generalize the generic quotient theorem by a meromorphic group in [3] to a relative case. Let T : X-+DXIY be the universal meromorphic F-map associated to this diagram where r is holomorphic exactly on the Zariski open subset over which p is flat (cf. [2] , Lemma 5.1). Let X be the image of T. Let T : X-+X be the resulting meromorphic F-map. We claim that this X has the desired property. Take a Zariski open subset U^Y such that both / and G*-»F are flat over U, and that for each y&U, G y is dense in G^ (cf. It remains to show the uniqueness of X. In fact, from 1) and 2) alone we deduce easily the following: 1) There exists a Zariski open subset Wi^X such that a) for every x^Wi with f(x)=y, the point d(x}^D X iY,y corresponding to the subspace G y x belongs to X, and b) the set {d(x); x^Wi} forms a Zariski open subset of X. Uniqueness clearly follows from this.
q. e. d.
Definition 5. We call the commutative diagram
or simply, the meromorphic F-map q : X-*X, or X itself, the relative generic quotient of X by G* over F. We often denote X symbolically by X/G*. Proof. In view of the uniqueness assertion of Theorem 1 the verification of 1) is straightforward. For the first assertion of 2) it suffices to take U in such a way that for any t^U, x t : Z t -^X t is bimeromorphic and V^-X t where VT is the closure of V t in X t in the notation of Theorem 1. Here, restricting U if necessary, we may assume further that G n is smooth over U. Then, when X/G*-^Y is bimeromorphic, if we set A-={x^X u ; dim Gu(x)>t-r} (t=dimGu/U, r=dim/) where G n (x) is the stabilizer of G u>f^x^ at x^X f <. X ), then W: -X n -A is easily seen to satisfy the above condition. In 3) that q is a fiber bundle is due to Holmann [10] , § 5. Since dim X x is constant on X Uf from this follows the last assertion. 
Let / : X-^Y
as was desired. Since Iu-+U is surjective it follows that ^(/^) iH Isonif/C^, X^) gives a holomorphic section to Isom^C^, X'u)-»U, U being nonsingular, and hence, ^*(/*)gIsom£(Z, J^O a meromorphic section to Isom?(Z, ZO-^F. Hence by Remark 1,2) X and J^x are bimeromorphic over Y by a bimeromorphic map which is isomorphic over U.
In Theorem 2 assume that there exists a y-isomorphism <^>: Z'-^FxF for some compact complex variety F. Let #* £j Aut*F be a meromorphic subgroup. Then we say that 0 is admissible with respect to (/*, #*) if ^ induces an isomorphism G*' = YxH*. Then, if </» and $' are y"-isomorphisms X' = YxF which are admissible with respect to (/*, //*), then cjj f (f}~1 induces a F-automorphism of pi\YxF-+Y, i.e., gives a holomorphic map F-»Aut F, whose image is contained in H where H=H*f^AutF. This implies that the set of admissible F-isomorphisms is naturally a principal homogeneous space under the group Hoi (Y, H) , the space of holomorphic maps of Y to H. From this observation we get the following:
Lemma 1. Suppose that there exists a Y-isomorphism (p: X'-^-YxF which is admissible with respect to (/*, H*), so that we have the natural isomorphism X'/G*'^YX(F/H*). Then the composite meromorphic map X-+X/G* = X'/G*' = Y X (F/H*)-+F/H* is independent of the choice of the admissible isomorphism <}>.
Definition 6. We call the meromorphic map X-+F:=F/H* defined in the lemma, or any meromorphic map which is bimeromorphic to it, a canonical meromorphic map associated to / and to H*. 
Clearly we have dim F=dim p where p: X/G*-*Y is the natural map. §3. Examples of Relative Quasi-Meromorphic Subgroups
Isom£((*, A), (X', A')) and Aut Y (X, A). Let /: X-*Y and /': X'-*Y
((Z, A), (X', A')).
We then set Aut F (X, A)=lsQm Y ((X, A), (X, A}}. Aut Y (X,
((Z, A), (X' , A'}).
Then f x , A > (X, A)-*Y is a holomorphic fiber bundle over U in the sense that for each y^U there exist a neighborhood y<=V and a trivialization X v =VxF which sends A a onto VxB a isomorphically. In this case we say that /jr.^isa holomorphic fiber bundle over U which is meromorphic with respect to / (and with meromorphic structure group H}. 7 )(^); 9*o>^=fl^} where CO Y (resp. a>f) is the pull-back of CD (resp. a/) to Zx F ? (resp. Z'X F 7). [4] . Thus the first assertion follows. The second assertion then follows readily from the definition of these spaces. 3) A fiber space is a proper surjective morphism with general fiber irreducible. 1, 1) ). Let Z: =X/G* and define a : X-^Z by the composite meromorphic map nyq: X-*Z where q: X->X is the quotient meromorphic map. Let b: Z-*T be the natural surjective morphism. Then we have hf-ba. We claim that the resulting diagram meets the requirement of the proposition. In fact, restricting U smaller, we have that for each we [7, GJ is a relative meromorphic subgroup of Aut* u X u over Y u and X U =X U /G* (cf. Proposition 1, 2)), where X U /G* is a relative generic quotient of X u by GJ over Y u . Further we have Gf (u) -G*(M) and Z u : = (X/G*) u = X s^/ G*(u). Combining these facts we see readily from our construction that for sufficiently small U, the induced meromorphic map a u : X U -+Z U is a canonical meromorphic map associated to G*(w).
q. e. d. 
